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Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 1021: Hello, demonic school hunk (Part 45) 

The first two runners created a gap with Class A being first and Class F being last. 

The most important reason for this was that Mi Xue Na had given them each one thousand yuan to have 

them put on an ‘act’. 

They couldn’t run too slow to make people doubtful and they definitely couldn’t run too fast to win. 

When it was the third racer, Su Xiao Xiao gritted her teeth and dashed forward with all her speed. 

She wasn’t thinking about anything, she just wanted to hand the baton to the only person worth 

trusting. 

The pair of white sneakers were soaked in blood and drop by drop fell onto the track. 

This was the first time the weak girl acted tough. 

When Su Xiao Xiao came over, Luo Qing Chen trembled as she saw her blood red feet. 

She wanted to take her to the infirmary, but the girl who had always been silent and nervous firmly said 

to her, “Qing Chen, take it.” 

When she took the baton, Mi Xue Na was already fifty meters away. 

If she gritted her teeth and ran, there was no chance at winning, but Luo Qing Chen didn’t want to lose 

to that so-called noble. 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for space and time freeze (One time 

use).] 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and walked step by step to the arrogant Mi Xue Na. When she stood 

in front of her, she could clearly see her expression. 

Her proud eyes were rolled into the sky and her lips were curled with disdain. 

She never thought that such a stupid thing could easily hurt a girl. 

She suddenly despised this so-called noble. Using such despicable methods to do dirty things, what a 

dirty heart. 

System, calling the system! 

[Host, please speak.] 

Give me some large push pins! 

[……] The host wasn’t willing to use exchange points for small things and was making the system give it 

to her! 

You say it, these normal things were very cheap in your world. 
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[Ding, there are five push pins on the right hand pocket of the host’s coat.] Here, here, here, the system 

will just give it, alright? 

Luo Qing Chen put the five push pins on the ground and adjusted Mi Xue Na’s running position. 

As long as the space and time freeze ended, Mi Xue Na would instantly fall onto the pins. 

Although this trick didn’t seem that glamorous, there was no need to care about the details if she 

achieved her goals. 

She returned to her original position and she gave a snap before saying to Su Xiao Xiao, “Relax!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she took the baton and charged out. 

Other than Mi Xue Na, it was almost impossible for the other classes to win. 

The sound of the wind blowing past with Mi Xue Na’s painful cries made her run even faster. 

There was a kind of blood boiling feeling that filled her with fighting spirit. 

She didn’t care about this race at first, but now she felt like she had to win. 

Strong beliefs could make people do things they never imagined, not to mention running a hundred 

meters. 

In the end, she crossed the finish line with the fourth runner from Class B and tied for first. 

When she looked at Su Xiao Xiao, the two handsome guys that everyone was staring at had rushed over. 

They were against the light, looking a bit nervous. Looking at them, they really were…… 

Un, quite dazzling. 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 1022: Hello, demonic school hunk (Part 46) 

Nan Luo Ze naturally walked to Su Xiao Xiao first. His brows were knit and his heart was beating fast. 

This was his first time feeling this very strange feeling. It was a special kind of worry that suddenly came 

from the depths of his heart. 

When he saw her sneakers covered in blood, he was certain what kind of feeling it was. 

“Su Xiao Xiao.” He softly called her as he looked at her pale face with those pursed lips and how she 

slightly moved away from him out of embarrassment. 

He didn’t know why his heart filled with pain. 

Li Si Nai often mentioned Su Xiao Xiao and Luo Qing Chen and he had said that Luo Qing Chen’s 

character wasn’t that much better than Su Xiao Xiao’s. 

Although she loved to insult people, at least she wasn’t afraid. That proud female lead aura around her, 

she was covered in light wherever she went. 
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But in his eyes, if he were to start his life again and he saw Su Xiao Xiao first, the person he fell in love 

with might be….. 

Su Xiao Xiao. 

“Un……” She softly replied. She knit her brows when she moved back, but she still looked at him with a 

faint smile, “Classmate Nan, why are you here?” 

“Looking for you.” He decisively said these words as he looked at her with deep eyes. 

There was a sharp gasp from around them. 

“Isn’t that person young master Nan’s past girlfriend?” 

“Right! Three days has passed and she’s still not done with young master Nan!” 

So disgusting, you can tell she’s a commoner with a glance! What to do, I feel so uncomfortable, why is 

young master Nan being this nice to a commoner!” 

“She has her ways! Acting like a weak girl, knowing when to move forwards and backwards. Although 

she seems reluctant on the surface, she really wants to charge forward!” 

“Ze, ze, ze, her heart is so deep, it’s a good thing I can see through this kind of person!” 

…… 

Su Xiao Xiao’s eyes trembled and she looked down while biting her lip. Although she was used to this 

kind of gossip, when those bad words entered her ears, her weak heart had collapsed. 

“Have you said enough?” Nan Luo Ze narrowed his eyes and revealed a cold look that no one had ever 

seen before, “You have to see the situation before you speak. Unless you want to become enemies with 

Nan Luo Ze, come as you please.” 

His words were filled with determination, with a bit of domineering and anger. 

Everyone present shut their mouths, other than Yan Shui Qing. 

“Young master Nan, you can’t be tricked by her!” 

Everyone’s eyes fell onto Yan Shui Qing. She pointed at Su Xiao Xiao and quickly walked over. 

“It seems like you want to be my enemy?” Nan Luo Ze narrowed his eyes and pulled Su Xiao Xiao behind 

him as he looked at Yan Shui Qing with a cold smile. 

“I…..” Yan Shui Qing looked at Nan Luo Ze with a slightly wronged look and bit her lip before saying, 

“How could I be enemies with young master Nan? I just can’t stand to watch this fox playing tricks to 

earn your sympathy!” 

Why, why did the person she desperately wanted always went to the commoner who was the same as 

dirt. 

She couldn’t say anything if she lost to a noble like Mi Xue Na, but this trash that didn’t even have 

parents had stolen the male god of her heart! 



“She doesn’t need my sympathy!” Nan Luo Ze took Su Xiao Xiao’s hand and picked her up by the waist 

as he looked at Yan Shui Qing, “She was already my girlfriend.” 
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The surrounding girls took another cold breath at that moment. 

It was the first time for young master Nan to call someone his girlfriend like this. 

Su Xiao Xiao trembled, almost never thinking that Nan Luo Ze would carry her in a princess carry at this 

moment. 

She just felt her heart beating fast and her blood kept boiling. This head even made her forget the pain 

from her feet. 

She didn’t know where to put her hands and just carefully put it over her heart as she lowered her 

cheeks in embarrassment. 

This was her first time being carried by a man in a princess carry. 

“Girl…..Girlfriend…..” Yan Shui Qing didn’t give up as she bit her lip and said, “Young master Nan has 

many girlfriends! I know…..I know that you won’t like her anymore soon!” 

In the past, now matter what the girl liked, he never stayed with a person for more than three days. 

It was because of this that she could keep waiting as the girls kept changing around him. 

Because she knew that those girls wouldn’t be the ones who would get the last laugh. 

“He, he.” He gave a cold laugh as he narrowed his beautiful eyes, “That was because I never met true 

love.” 

Just these short eight words said the deepest secret in the heart of this playboy young master. 

“I don’t believe, I don’t believe.” Yan Shui Qing desperately shook her head before raising her hand, “I’ll 

beat you to death, you fox!” 

“I don’t hit women, but don’t force my hand.” His eyes were filled with rage, making Yan Shui Qing’s 

hand stop in the air. 

As soon as his voice fell, he carried Su Xiao Xiao towards the infirmary without turning back. 

Yan Shui Qing stood there feeling like a loser. This was her first time seeing Nan Luo Ze like this, he 

wasn’t as gentle and elegant like usual, he was filled with rage and hostility. 

Just for…..Just for the person in his embrace, Nan Luo Ze even ignored his image….. 

– 

While this ‘great grievance’ was happening, Li Si Nai walked over to Luo Qing Chen with two cokes in his 

hand. 
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When he passed by Mi Xue Na, Mi Xue Na looked at him excitedly, but he didn’t stop at all even though 

her legs were covered in blood. 

He came right to Luo Qing Chen standing at the finish line. 

“Not bad.” Li Si Nai gave her the coke and he revealed a faint smile, “Could this be the legendary simple 

mind and developed body?” 

When Luo Qing Chen was about to take the coke, she heard him say this and she took back her hand 

without caring, “Even if I have a simple mind, I can insult you like this, it proves that you can’t match 

me!” 

“Sharp mouth.” Li Si Nai put the coke in her hands and said, “How could there be a girl like you in this 

world!” 

There were many things that he didn’t care about, but there were certain things that he was filled with 

righteousness. 

Not afraid of power, not afraid of hatred! The most important thing was that he had the special skills to 

strangely enter ‘someone’s’ heart. 

“There’s a boy like you in this world, why can’t there be a girl like me!” Luo Qing Chen gave a snort. She 

looked at Nan Luo Ze carrying Su Xiao Xiao not far away before casually saying, “Thanks for the coke!” 

Then she ran off to chase after Su Xiao Xiao. 

It was because Li Si Nai’s sudden appearance had almost made her forget about the little girl Su Xiao 

Xiao! 

Right now, she suddenly felt that there was a word that suited her, but what was it called….. 

[Host, it’s called favouring love and ignoring friends!] 

…… 
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“Young master Nan, this student’s foot injuries are too serious. There might be nerve damage from the 

intense friction, so she needs to be sent to a hospital.” The doctor in the infirmary knew that the girl 

carried in by Nan Luo Ze wasn’t normal, so he had explained it very seriously. 

Nan Luo Ze looked at Su Xiao Xiao’s somewhat shocking wound and his right fist couldn’t help clenching. 

Someone who dared to do something this cruel, he would definitely make them pay the price! 

“Hospital……” Su Xiao Xiao shook her head, “I…..I’m not going to the hospital.” 

A normal person like her naturally knew that it would cost a lot of money to go to the hospital, she 

didn’t have this money. 

When she had a fever of forty degrees, she wasn’t willing to go to the hospital. She just tightly wrapped 

herself up and held on. 
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This was only a bit of skin injuries, so she couldn’t go to the hospital. 

“You’re not going even with all this!” Nan Luo Ze looked at Su Xiao Xiao with a gaze of ‘steel’. He picked 

up the gauze to tap her head before telling the doctor, “Call an ambulance for me!” 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa.” When his voice fell, claps came from the door to the infirmary. 

The class came from Li Si Nai and of course Luo Qing Chen was standing beside him. 

“This hero saving the beauty is quite good!” Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug. She came to Su Xiao Xiao’s side 

to look at her wound before saying, “You normally aren’t this brave, why did you suddenly work so hard 

today?” 

She was a bit surprised and carefully rubbed her fingers together, “I…..I was a bit unwilling.” 

After being with Luo Qing Chen for this long, she yearned to be as brave as her. Even if she couldn’t be 

fearless, at least she didn’t want to act weak in front of those people. 

That would shame Luo Qing Chen, as well as Nan Luo Ze…… 

“Let’s send you to the hospital first, you won’t be able to make the performance tonight.” Luo Qing 

Chen gave a shrug, “I can already imagine teacher Gu going crazy!” 

Teacher Gu was quite friendly normally, but when it came to the topic of the cultural performance, she 

would go very crazy. 

The relay race had ‘smoothly’ ended, but Su Xiao Xiao and Mi Xue Na were both sent to the hospital. 

Moreover, it was into expensive rooms. 

After all, with handsome guys like Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze here, it would be hard to speak if it wasn’t an 

expensive room. 

The doctor told Su Xiao Xiao that although her wounds were serious, it didn’t touch her nerves, so it 

wouldn’t affect her walking in the future. 

But she had to pay attention to it and had to use a wheelchair to avoid tearing the wound. 

At 7:30 at night, Luo Qing Chen was laying on the sofa with Li Si Nai listening to the newest episode of 

‘Poppy Flower Kindergarten’. 

Without knowing why, Li Si Nai suddenly felt like he liked this feeling very much. Sharing headphones 

with this girl and watching the same thing. 

He had never felt this feeling before. The faint scent that came from her reminded him of the strawberry 

taste from that day. 

He was normally arrogant and willful, but meeting someone he cared about, he couldn’t compare to 

Nan Luo Ze…… 

No, he had to say something and take the initiative! 

“That……Luo……” 



“Qing Chen.” By coincidence, Su Xiao Xiao lying on the bed cut him off. 

Su Xiao Xiao had held her hand the whole time and had only called Luo Qing Chen after some time, 

saying something that she never would have thought. 
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The song that second year F Class had chosen was a demonstration of ancient instruments, “Flowers and 

Full Moon”. 

Luo Qing Chen’s zither and Su Xiao Xiao’s harp became the main melody for this performance, but now 

neither of them were here! 

But the funny thing was that second year Class A had also chosen this song, but they chose to perform 

with western instruments. 

At the beginning, the teacher in charge of Class A had warned them many times that although their 

pillars weren’t here, they would still win! 

“Teacher, please have faith in us!” Yan Shui Qing gave a shrug and said with a relaxed look, “Just with 

how expensive our instruments are, the sound will throw away their trash instruments!” 

“Right, right, teacher be assured! Shui Qing has been amazing at the violin since she was young, she was 

just held back by the sound before!” A fat female student didn’t forget to flatter Yan Shui Qing while Mi 

Xue Na wasn’t here. 

After all, all things passed. Now that Mi Xue Na’s legs were injured and she wouldn’t be back to school 

for a while, she had to find someone to cover for her. 

“It’s best if it’s like this!” The proud teacher flicked her hair while looking at her nails that had just been 

done, “Actually, I’m not worried about you since F Class is just too bad. A bunch of fools who only know 

how to study, they are deluding themselves if they want to get ranked in culture! Why don’t they look in 

the mirror to see if they can even afford instruments.” 

She hated the teacher of Class F who was surnamed Gu. She was clearly a commoner and yet she was 

here to teach, it simply was a mess! 

When eight o’clock came, the Class A girls came onto stage, but they lacked two people. 

Li Si Nai who played the piano and Nan Luo Ze who played the guitar. But they still had Yan Shui Qing 

who played the violin and Mi Xue Na was supposed to play the cello. 

It was a pity that Mu Xue Na wasn’t there! 

When the solo violin sounded, the music teachers under the stage shook their heads. 

After all, Yan Shui Qing wasn’t that good at violin. She was weak when she took the rhythm alone and 

the girls behind her couldn’t find the pitch. 

But Yan Shui Qing never thought that when the music entered the second verse, the other side of the 

stage would light up. 
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Piano that sounded like flowing water slowly sounded and those slender fingers danced across the black 

and white keys, with extreme elegance. 

A spring breeze blew into my heart, making me unable to sleep with thoughts of you. 

Why don’t you understand the falling flowers, only being able to watch the moon outside the window. 

(——Li Si Nai) 

“Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah!” As soon as the singing fell, there was a burst of cheers. 

The music covered the other half of the stage and everyone thought that this was the legendary piano 

duel! 

The light on stage cast off in another direction and the sound of the guitar slowly rang out as a light and 

moving melody came out. 

The moon hangs and bends like your brows, the heart thinking of you can only advance and never 

retreat. 

I say, do you know the flowing waters aren’t merciless, as they bring you into the palace in the sky. 

(——Nan Luo Ze) 

“My god, what…..what is this situation! Didn’t I hear that young master Li and young master Nan 

weren’t participating!” 

“Xiu.” The light changed again and shone onto Luo Qing Chen’s white face. 

With the sound of the exchange from the system, the beautiful zither with a long history appeared on 

stage. 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for zither playing skills.] 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 
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Luo Qing Chen silently complained in her heart. Why didn’t the previous host learn piano, it would be 

good if it was the piano! She was already level ten at piano and she wouldn’t need to waste exchange 

points! 

[The host can also practice the zither!] 

Scram…… 

Being rough and then being sweet, that would have described the current Luo Qing Chen. 

When the light shined onto her face, the sound of the zither sounded like water flowing in the clouds, 

bringing the most wonderful sense of enjoyment. 

Lovers coming together on the night of the flowers and full moon, the lovers are together under the 

moon and flowers. 

I say, who else can fly away with you in this world. 
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(——Luo Qing Chen) 

When Luo Qing Chen appeared, everyone changed from shocked gasps to discussion. 

“My god, what is this situation! Isn’t that person from Class F?” 

“So envious! I’m really envious of them being able to perform on the same stage as young master Si and 

young master Nan!” 

“I’ll be fair, it does sound very good!” 

“Traitor, you can go to the commoner class tomorrow!” 

…… 

All the lights shined onto Su Xiao Xiao after that. 

She was sitting in a wheelchair and held an old harp in her hands. Her grandmother gave her this harp, 

she couldn’t afford a new one and kept using it. 

Although the harp was old, it sounded very good. 

Faint scent slowly turning. 

When is the bright moon (When is the bright moon) 

Asking the wine when the dawn comes (Asking the wine when the dawn comes) 

Not knowing the palace in the sky (Palace) 

What year is this (What year is this) 

The first half was Su Xiao Xiao and the second half was the three of them harmonizing with her. 

This was their first time on stage without rehearsing, but there was a tactful harmony for them. 

At that moment, all four of them were filled with an indescribable excitement. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 50%.] 

Luo Qing Chen laughed before her lips curled slightly. If she could leave a good impression on Li Si Nai 

now, it would definitely reach one hundred! 

After all, this feeling was just too amazing! 

On the other side of the stage, there was a bit of sound that wanted to attract attention. 

It was a pity that Yan Shui Qing couldn’t beat them even after she broke the strings on her violin. 

She had lost too badly in this fight! But for Class A, they still hadn’t lost yet. 

After the song finished, applause came from under the stage. 

This applause didn’t belong to anyone, it belonged to their song. Their song that mixed ancient and 

western instruments. 



Dedicated to the small things about love. 

“Do you see it, that is our Class A students, the style of our school hunks!” The teacher of Class A wildly 

applauded while not forgetting to talk to teacher Gu who was beside her! 

Although Yan Shui Qing’s performance was shameful, it didn’t mean Class A would lose tonight! 

“But our class’ people are there too……” Teacher Gu said in a small voice, not daring to confront Class 

A’s teacher. 

After all, she was the only commoner teacher among them….. 

“Trash!” Class A’s teacher waved her hand and encouraged the students of Class A to cheer! 

“Class A wins! Class A wins! Class A wins!” 

But at this time, Nan Luo Ze on stage took the microphone and said something unbelievable. 

He looked at the angry Yan Shui Qing before throwing his school badge to the ground, “Sorry, I’m no 

longer a student of Class A from this moment on.” 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 
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This gorgeous performance ended with Nan Luo Ze’s awkward words. The Class A teacher’s expression 

stiffened and their eyes filled with confusion and anger. 

Teacher Gu standing beside her looked at her and her expression looked very good. 

Although she didn’t dare confront her, she wasn’t below being confident and happy when she should 

be. 

In the end, Nan Luo Ze willfully transferred to Class F, not caring what others thought. 

Of course, it wasn’t just Nan Luo Ze who didn’t care about other people, even the school hunk Li Si Nai 

did the same! 

Because these two people came, F Class was moved to the building the noble students studied in. 

Teacher Gu was very satisfied because not only was F Class in first place this time, they had also won 

first place at the school celebration performance. 

After being shamed, one’s true worth came out. 

“Today is a big day. Not only has our class received both the top rank in academics and culture, there are 

two transfer students.” Teacher Gu had a wide smile, looking very happy. 

After all, after coming to the building for noble students, there were many more spots in the class. These 

two students who transferred to F Class were very handsome and they were both international transfer 

students. 

The most important thing was that they requested to join F Class. 
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“Oh, oh, oh.” The students in the class were clearly very excited. They were all commoners and having 

two handsome brothers come in definitely made them happy.” 

“Then ladies first.” Teacher Gu waved her hand at the door and Mi Zhi came in. 

She was wearing a pink jacket with a gray plaid skirt. She had a baby face and a small bun on her head, 

looking quite cute. 

“Hello everyone, I am Mi Zhi.” 

“Wa, so beautiful!” A fat boy in the fifth row second seat had his eyes light up as he couldn’t help 

praising, “She’s like a doll.” 

“Mi Zhi’s family is rather well off, but she felt that she shouldn’t receive special treatment after coming 

back.” Teacher Gu gave a satisfied nod, “She really is a good girl!” 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as she looked at Mi Zhi, there was a deep look in her eyes. 

She felt that when she looked in their direction, it felt very strange! 

“I am a Scorpio, I like making friends, drawing, and basketball. I’m just not that good at math…..” Mi Zhi 

gave a polite bow before saying, “I hope that we can all be good classmates and good friends!” 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa, pa.” As soon as her voice fell, the boys all clapped. 

It seemed like they were very satisfied with this good new transfer student. 

“Un, you can pick any empty spots.” Teacher Gu reached her hand out with a smile and said, “You can sit 

alone if you like.” 

“No need, I don’t need any special treatment.” Mi Zhi carried her cute backpack as she moved towards 

Su Jing, sitting down beside him. 

“Oh, the class monitor finally has a deskmate.” 

“Ha, ha, it’s also a great beauty!” 

“So envious! It really is an age based on the face!” 

…… 

Su Jin just gave a polite nod, “Welcome.” 

“Un.” She turned her eyes and casually answered before looking at the last row. 

Behind her were Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze. Although this position wasn’t considered the best ‘golden 

spot’, it was considered quite a good spot. 

After all, she had a deep understanding of ‘first come, first serve’. 
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“Alright, alright, everyone look over here.” Teacher Gu clapped her hands before continuing, “Next we’ll 

introduce the second transfer student.” 

Teacher Gu waved at the door again and a familiar figure walked to the front. 

He was wearing an English style coat with an LV brand bag, an Armani watch, and a bright diamond 

earring on his right ear. He was showing pride that was different from the other nobles. 

“Hello everyone, my name is Han Zai Zi! Please take care of me from now on!” As soon as his voice fell, 

Han Zai Zi gave a bow and he revealed a faint smile. Then his eyes immediately fell onto Luo Qing Chen. 

Of course this scene was also seen by Li Si Nai. 

“Damn, so handsome!” 

“So bright!” 

“I like this kind of bright handsome brother, his hair is so special, is it chestnut colour?” 

…… 

“You are very welcome to our F Class. Student Han can also find a place to sit.” 

Han Zai Zi walked to the spot in front of Luo Qing Chen without even thinking which was empty. 

Everyone didn’t speculate why he took it like with Mi Zhi. 

After all, there were many empty spots in the classroom, so naturally they would choose an empty spot 

if they didn’t know anyone. 

In the eyes of many girls, Mi Zhi choosing Su Jing’s spot was not for Su Jing, but rather the two school 

hunks. 

But after this class, everyone needed to re-evaluate the relationship between Luo Qing Chen and Han 

Zai Zi. 

After all, they were passing notes the entire class. 

(How about it? Was my LV bag filled with things useful? ——Han Zai Zi) 

The moment he silently tossed the note onto Luo Qing Chen’s desk, Li Si Nai couldn’t help narrowing his 

eyes with a touch of coldness. 

Nan Luo Ze looked over at Li Si Nai and said in a low voice, “I have to say, classmate Luo Qing Chen’s 

charm really is unstoppable, the transfer student is passing notes with her as soon as he comes in! Ze, 

ze, there really is something there!” 

“Stop caring about that.” Li Si Nai felt even more uncomfortable when he heard Nan Luo Ze’s words. 

That person, did he look good? He was far from being able to compare with him, alright? 

After Luo Qing Chen received the note, Su Xiao Xiao looked at her in surprise. Luo Qing Chen wrote in 

her notebook: I know him. 

Then she replied to the contents of Han Zai Zi’s note. 



(Don’t you ever mention this matter to me again, don’t force me to beat you to death! ——Luo Qing 

Chen) 

It’s fine not mentioning it, but she would explode if he did! 

If it wasn’t for that LV bag, she wouldn’t have been called a female pervert by Li Si Nai. This 

responsibility was something that Han Zai Zi had to take. 

After writing this note, Luo Qing Chen angrily threw it at the back of his head when teacher Gu turned to 

write on the chalkboard. 

Su Xiao Xiao on the side couldn’t help laughing that seemed like a spring breeze. 

This class ended like this and the people around Luo Qing Chen were whispering with each other once it 

ended. 

Han Zai Zi replied to them all before turning and reaching out to give her a big hug. 

Before he could even hug her, there was a loud sound from not far away. 

A certain person angrily kicked the desk before walking out. 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised. Seeing that back, she knit her brows as she thought: Could it be that he 

misunderstood something! 

“Why can’t I hug you! We haven’t seen each other in so long, how about we go eat something tonight?” 

Han Zai Zi didn’t seem to see that there was something wrong with the atmosphere, he just continued 

to lean in and whisper, “There are so many handsome guys in our class, I really feel like my heart is 

bursting with joy!” 
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“What are you happy about!” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “What did you come here for!” 

“Missed you!” Han Zai Zi suddenly became serious as he said, “You have to know, without you around, 

it’s been quite difficult for me. All the world can’t compare to you……” 

“Enough!” Luo Qing Chen didn’t forget to give a shiver before looking at him with a serious look and 

saying, “If you keep talking, I might not be able to keep you secrets!” 

He clearly liked men and he was acting like there was love between them, didn’t this make people’s 

hairs stand on end? 

“Puchi.” Su Xiao Xiao sitting on the side couldn’t help laughing, “You are quite funny.” 

After her voice fell, she took her drawing and gave it to Han Zai Zi, “This is for you…..” 

The strokes were fine and the colours were bright, there was a feeling of youth and vigor. 

“I’m not that good with colouring, but I hope you like it…..” Su Xiao Xiao smiled as she gave a nod. 

She never had contact with other students, not to mention new students. 
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But if he was Luo Qing Chen’s friend, she was willing to summon some courage to speak to him. 

“Wa, so cute, super cute, ultra cute!” Han Zai Zi couldn’t help patting Su Xiao Xiao’s head, “You really are 

too cute, I like you very much!” 

“Peng!” There was another slam from the back door and when Luo Qing Chen turned, she saw two 

empty spots. 

At the same time, Mi Zhi turned in her direction and their gazes met in the air. 

The other side rolled her eyes and gave a soft snort, as she had a taunting smile. 

It was a very unfriendly move, it was completely different from when she introduced herself earlier. 

Su Xiao Xiao was scared by Han Zai Zi’s sudden action. She lowered her head in embarrassment and 

pursed her lips as she said in a soft voice, “It’s good that you like it.” 

“What class is next? Why is everyone not coming back for class?” Han Zai Zi touched his head as he 

asked, “Could it be that the breaks between classes are long in China?” 

“Fool!” Luo Qing Chen put on her sports jacket, “It’s physical education!” 

At the large south basketball court, the girls were sitting on the side while watching the boys play. 

There were bursts of cheers that were filled with power. 

Because Mi Zhi was a transfer student and because she was a small noble, many of the commoner girls 

didn’t like being with her. 

She was sitting with a group of boys. Some of them had snacks for her, some of them had water for her, 

she looked like a young miss. 

Actually Luo Qing Chen was also this popular when she first arrived, but when everyone learned the 

strange relationship between her and Li Si Nai, all the boys were too afraid to approach. 

After all, beauty wasn’t more important than their lives. 

“Come, classmate Mi Zhi. You said that you liked basketball when you introduced yourself in class, 

right?” A boy handed a basketball to her, “How about it, do you want to play?” 

Mi Zhi wanted to refuse, but when she saw Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao standing near the basketball 

net, she changed her mind. 

“Alright!” She gave a sweet smile and sait in a coquettish voice, “It’s been a long time since I took a shot, 

you can’t laugh at me if I miss!” 

She dribbled the ball twice before lifting it with a step, shooting it without hesitation. 

It created a perfect arc, aimed right at the net. 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 1030: Hello, demonic school hunk (Part 54) 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa, pa!” 
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“Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh!” 

Strong applause and cheers came. The boy who handed her the basketball kept praising, “Too strong.” 

“It’s luck, it’s luck…..” She shook her head with a proud look that flashed on her face, but she still 

modestly said, “If you let me make another shot, I definitely won’t get it in!” 

“How could that be possible!” The boy said with a smile, “Let’s make a bet, if you get it in, I’ll treat the 

whole class to ice cream!” 

“Oh, oh!” There was another cheer, it seemed like there were always people watching on the side who 

weren’t too busy. 

“Hee, hee.” She gave a sweet laugh before saying, “Alright! For everyone’s ice cream, I’ll work hard!” 

What a sweet smile, what a positive response! 

Luo Qin gchen could feel that when Mi Zhi said this, Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze were both looking at her. 

They were looking over her with deep eyes. 

When Mi Zhi took the ball again, she narrowed her eyes and her eyes dimmed a bit. 

She still stepped off and shot, but this time the direction was a bit off from the basket, although it 

couldn’t be seen by others. 

“Xiu.” The ball created a curve in the air before flying off in a certain direction. 

That direction was where Su Xiao Xiao was. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes. She reached out with Han Zai Zi to block this, but she was faster. 

However, there was a sound that came from her wrist. 

“Ah!” There was a cry of shock and Mi Zhi was the first one to come over to ask in a concerned voice, 

“Are you…..are you alright!” 

There was an unknown feeling in those concerned eyes. She looked down to see that Luo Qing Chen’s 

right hand was red and swollen, causing a smile that people couldn’t see to appear on her lips. 

“Qing Chen, are you…..are you alright!” Su Xiao Xiao took her hand and said in an anxious voice, “How 

about we take you to the infirmary!” 

“I’ll come with you, I really am sorry.” Mi Zhi acted worried as she said with a look of blame, “It’s all my 

fault…..I was too careless.” 

Luo Qing Chen wanted to slap this smiling face, but Mi Zhi had the upper hand in this situation. 

She landed the first shot to pave the way for the second shot. This kind of person had a deep mind, if 

she wanted to argue with her head on, she might not win. 

But, there was a bit of unhappiness, she really didn’t feel good. 

She narrowed her cold eyes and she said in a calm voice, “Whether it was on purpose or an accident, 

you know in your heart, right?” 



As soon as her voice fell, Mi Zhi’s expression changed, but the boy who handed her the basketball could 

take it! 

“I say, classmate Luo Qing Chen, we are all classmates. Mi Zhi has just transferred in and she doesn’t 

know you, so your words are meaningless.” 

Mi Zhi heard this and her nervous expression relaxed. She continued in her humble voice, “I don’t know 

why you would think this. If I did something to make you dissatisfied, you can tell me…..But I, I really 

didn’t do it on purpose!” 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as her clear eyes filled with a dark look. She looked at Mi Zhi with a 

cold smile of deep meaning as she said, “Since classmate Mi Zhi likes basketball, how about we 

compete? It’s a good thing that I also like it very much.” 


